Dear __________,

Trending Taiwan’s YouTube channel features captivating videos that introduce diverse and intriguing aspects of the Republic of China (Taiwan).

This channel is a valuable source of information for people interested in learning more about Taiwan’s people and culture or for anyone interested in traveling to Taiwan for the very first time.

These videos allow you to explore the beauty and wonders of Taiwan’s cities and counties and to learn about Taiwan’s government and politics. Videos are also available in Spanish, French, and Japanese.

Some examples of the content on Trending Taiwan include, “Taitung Days” about the cultural traditions of Taitung City, “Introducing Taiwan’s World-Class Health Care System,” and “Spiritual Taipei” about the blend of religions and traditions in Taiwan’s capital.

You are welcome to subscribe to the Trending Taiwan YouTube Channel and share it with anyone who might be interested here: 🎥外交部 潮臺灣 Trending Taiwan.

You are also welcome to visit, like, and share ⏳潮台灣 Facebook 粉絲專頁 with your friends.

Best,